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The Collins Scotland of Old Clans Map is a unique pictorial map showing the ancient territories of

the principal Scottish clans in the 17th century, and features Don Pottinger's (Islay Herald of Arms)

distinctive and original artwork of Scottish arms and crest badges. The map includes: * Over 170

arms, the official insignia of clan chiefs, and crest badges. * Territories map of principal clans at the

beginning of the 17th century. * Arms of the ancient Scottish principalities. * Locations of the ancient

territories held by the clans around the time of King James VI. The map is ideal for those those with

an interest in Scottish heraldry, clans and family history. Did you know that Scotland is one of the

few countries in the world where a court of heraldry and genealogy operates on a daily basis? The

map is based on the map originally conceived and illustrated by the late Sir Iain Moncreiffe of that

Ilk, Bart., C.V.O., Q.C., Ph.D., Albany Herald of Arms, and the late Don Pottinger, C.V.O., M.A.,

D.A., Islay Herald of Arms. Discover the other titles in the series, including Collins Tartans Map of

Scotland, Castles Map of Scotland and Whisky Map of Scotland.
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My old mounted map was bent, punctured, faded, and on it's last legs. Wherever I looked they said

it was "Out of Print" and no longer available. Then some Kilted Angel whispered to try .com..... I

bought three!

This map even has my family--The Trotter Clan! The best representation of Scottish clans that I



have ever found. I first saw this map in a hostel in Uig on the Isle of Skye, took down the info and

found it on !

My wife does family research and this has expanded her understand her Scotland heritage. Good

reference book to have in the library of the root shed.

The Map covers Scotland and the clans that lived in certain areas which I found very interesting and

informative. Anyone with a Scotbackground would find this map interesting since it could show that

person where his or her ancestors lived.

This is the same map as the tartan map, but on a black background which seems easier to view.

Around the edges are the Scottish clan shields and crests. In some ways more interesting than the

tartans; and just as well done. High detail, and again if you have a large wall space ~ suitable for

framing. Very high quality.

HUGE map with the shields on the sides of the map. If I wanted to make a copy of a certain area

that my ancestors are from, I would definitely have to work and placing the area of the map on my

scanner.This is from the UK so took a while to arrive

This map is beautiful but has few landmarks and the principalities are poorly defined. Described as

"Scotland of Old," in reality, it is a map of "principal clans of the 17th century during the time of King

James VI," in other words, not that old. The crests are probably the most outstanding features on

the map. Without the crests, the map alone would have rated only 3 stars.

This map is much more than I expected. It is beautiful. The paper is of excellent quality, the colors

are pretty, the print is clear and great information. It arrived on time. I'm pleased with my order from

Brooks Books.
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